
A  B  C  D    E   F  G       H  I    J  K      L M N O P

Q  R   S        T   U   V       W-------      X     Y and Zed

Now I know my  A,  B,   Cs,   next time won't you  sing  with me?

Alphabet Song
folksong

Key D, first note D(do)
count-in: 1,2,3,4,A...

Zed  Y  X  W-----   and  V         U  T   S   R    Q and P

O and N      M  L    K,       J    I   H G  F E     D C   B   A

   I  can  say it back-wards now, shall   I    try    to   teach you how?

Alphabet Song
folksong

Key D, first note D(do)
count-in: 1,2,3,4,A... Backwards

Alphabet Songpiano
music genres, beat, rhythm

What happens when singing the Alphabet in a swing or waltz?  Try the classic 
song in 4 different genres.



Can Do Music 2    September    3 Lesley J Clare

"The drum has a beat.   Where do people have a beat?"  (heart, pulse)  
"Yes.  Songs have a heart also,  songs have a beat.   I'm going to play 
a song . Listen for the song's heart-beat.  When I say  "Go!" Touch 
your knees to the song's heart-beat.   Remember to listen for the 
stopping signal.   When the music is silent or you hear the word 
"Stop!"   --freeze in your place!    Ready,  listen ... (The mp3 "Beat 
Songs" has 30second segments of several songs with a 10second silence 
between songs.  Try this activity with the first song, then "pause"  the 
recording.)

"Excellent.   Let's try it again, but this time, instead of patting your 
knees to the beat, try walking to the beat.   You may move carefully 
around the classroom.  Remember to wait for the word "Go!" before 
you start walking.   Ready, listen ... (Practise with the rest of the "Beat 
Song" track.   When students have "frozen" in place for the last time, play a 
steady beat on the hand drum using the start/stop signals for walking back 
to the gathering area.)

Students have now experienced some of the "routines" of music.  Take a few 
minutes to name expectations for music this year.   

*everybody participates in singing

*every voice is different
     AND  every voice is welcome

*music can be fun
      AND  the way to keep it fun
  

(If you are a traveling music teacher, ask students to explain their classroom routines 
to you re washroom, emergency drill etc.   If students are traveling to you, outline 
the classroom emergency plan and your washroom/drink routines.)

 (Laughing at someone trying to
make music is a kind of bullying.)

 is to use ordinary class rules
   for behaviour  
          ---listening to each other
          ---raising hands to speak

conductor

 e
music lead r

"When people make music together, the leader is called a conductor.  Show 
the word card.   If the conductor wants the music to stop, she/he does this:   
Show the signal.  Try it.  Good.

Now we're going to see if it works.   We're going to sing/say  “The Alphabet 
Song” together.  Watch for the stopping signal."  Try it a few times.  Children 
will quickly learn to watch for the stop signal so that their voices don't continue while 
everyone else stops.  Begin simply by singing “A B C ...” and having children join in.  
Once children are singing, let your voice fade out.  Let children continue to sing and 
then give the stopping signal.   

Helping students master a basic music vocabulary in Grade Two will aid them in future years.  Word cards are 
included in the digital resources and used throughout the lessons for teaching, review and games.
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(just like everyone takes gym 
   and does art and math, etc.)

“The Alphabet Song” 
is included in the 
resources.



A   B    C   D   E   F    G

H  I     J   K   L  M   N O  P

Alphabet Song
Key D, first note D(do)

Q    R     S          T    U    V

W_____    X       Y     Z(ed)and

Now   I    know my    A  B     Cs, 

Next time won’t you  sing with   me?
Did    you hear what   I     just    said?

folksong
teaching song
arr:  LJ Clare
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